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ABSTRACT
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K a l u z a - K l e i n p r e o c r i p i , :.:jn e Li--.:invents t h n problem;: ••n!-OLir1tere(: irj r r e v i c u s

at teirnts to obtain cons is tent ^pin- '^-rravi ',y CM.1^! ":.»*:;.
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Dimensional reduction in Kaluza-Klein theories (KKTs) is normally

restricted to extracting only the zero mass modes or, at most, to calculating

the associated mass spectra [11• For purposes of deciding their relevance to

low-energy physics, this Is generally sufficient. However, when the issues

are those of over-all consistency, of identifying reliable truncation

procedures, of calculating quantum effects or of studying the excitation of

massive modes, most notably in the early universe, we must necessarily come to

grips with the complete structure of the effective theory.

In recent papers (2,3] it was shown that the mass spectrum of small

fluctuations in the effective four dimensional theory is patterned by an

infinite dimensional Higgs effect. These results strongly suggested that the

full effective theory was an infinite dimensional gauge theory.

In this paper we show that this is in fact true: i.e., viewed from a

four-dimensional standpoint, KKTs are simply gauge theories of an

infinite-dimensional algebra, which is a natural extension of the gauge and

Poincare algebras operative at IOVJ energies and the zero-mass modes are part

of infinite dimensional multiples forming representations of this algebra

[2,3]. In view of this, the complete structure, far from being intractable,

is really no more difficult to understand than the zero-mass sector. We use

this insight to put down the dimensionally reduced Lagrangian in its entirety,

for the five-dimension.x.i theory which we treat first, since it provides a

clear and simple paradigm for the general case [4J. We relegate to separate

publications thf technically mare complicated higher dimensional and

sijp̂ r-i-ym̂ .e'tri.̂  £•:*£.s i.%) here proceeding to demonstrate th-it the Lagrangian

r«s<3'.ic«d to f j'-ir- Jl-lensions indeed provides a consistent prescription for

coupling p̂ir=-2 ..-HrtieieE to gravity -- a prescription that has long been

nought fnr [5j . Ve note that this prescription does for spin-2 spin-2

~uplings what supergravity had earlier achieved for the spin 3/2-spin 2 case

The Kaluze-itlein programme begins with Einstein gravity coupled to matter

i.n d--3*-r: ...Aliensioris- and proceeds by assuming that the coordinates for the

fxtr-i dii-.ensions paL-air-.otjiza a compact space which is too small to permit

direct observation. Thus, for a "four dimensional" observer the compact

cqjt-dinstes £cf̂ V-talte on the character of internal rather than space time

labels- FuL-ih.»rrr.r>re all quantities must thenceforth be periodic in the f8, \

due S.o the bssi< .'iHi;uiiLptic.'i of compactness. It is conceptually important to

recognize that the postulate of compact extra dimensions corresponds to a more

basic iovel of Interpretation than that at which contact with field theories



of small fluctuations about a classical solution of the field equations is

made. For, as is well known, the field equations - being local — provide no

information oi> the global structure of space time which is therefore

necessarily an ad hoc input of the nature of a boundary condition. Thus the

assumption of a compact range for the|t?ij is itself enough to permit an

analysis in harmonics of the corresponding compact space. This of course in

no way detracts from the necessity to ensure that the choice of compact space

for this purpose is consistent with the background solution and the

correspondins field theory of small fluctuations. A mismatch between the two

will in general lead to non-diagonality of the mass-spectrum of small

fluctuations with respect to the labels of the harmonic expansion. For a more

detailed description of these issues see ref. [4].

We shall proceed by first setting forth the operations of the symmetries,

the structure of the action and consistency of the field equations in terms of

the fields <k6sg);= {e/Vx, 6) , fi^(*, 9), <p(*, 8)}
without integrating explicitly over the compact label 0 . By utilizing son.e

simple properties of the Fourier expansion on S we will then be able to

carry over all our results in terms of infinite multiplets of four-dimensiosial

fields (p. fx) (-rx-Q I col • This is essentially because, as noted

above, the Q -dependence of (ft*,©) functions as an alternative (albeit

continuous) label for the infinite dimensional symmetries operative at the

four-dimensional level and because the four-dimensional space time derivatives

commute with the operation of taking Fourier components.
*

The Einstein action in five dimensions

(2)

(3)

-H -1

* Our conventions are as follows. Upper case latin indices take the values

0,1,2,3,5 while the lower case greek ones range over 0,1,2,3. Early alphabet

letters denote frame labels, while the mid-alphabet is used for world indices.

is invariant under both the five-dimensional general coordinate

transformations Z^-» l"* I1"- K<?) and the local Lorentz rotations OJ
— fl

of the 5-bein

0

C5)

(.6)

where we have used the off-diagonal rotation £JS in (5) to set C - ^ = 0 .

This leaves us with the local Lorentl rotations corresponding to CO -j6<jfc

and the five coordinate transformations parametrized by the L, (%,8). In four

dimensions, the latter split into a scalar parameter £ (x>B)&n.6. a

vector i^(x, S).
The action of these symmetry transformations is effected on the

appropriate object (Lorentz vector or world coordinate) through the operators

^J^C*, #) Lap ( L ^ = Lorentz generators) 1 f <*, 6/& C^J and I ̂ (*i "){?• °i<.)

respectively, the first two of which, on being Fourier analysed, become

I =* CSLA (*) t Ljfl = Oj" l—=,a fun - CJ~" *) C7a'

(7b)

Thus in four dimensions t*Jaa{xl0) produces an infinite number of generalized

local Lorentz rotations with generators L ^ satisfying

while S (*•>"/ leads to an infinite number of local internal symmetries with

parameters ^ C*) and generators W n obeying the Virasoro loop algebra [2]

(9)

The action of these transformations on the fields of the theory follows

from eqs. (5) and (6). We see that the Lorentz rotations &-> fi are linearly

-k-



realized on the A--bei

and furthermore respect the gauge condition E^- ~ Q

ClOa)

(10b)

Similarly, under algebra (9) , <P, / ^ s n d e" transform

(lib)

(lie)

•aid)

(12a)

(12b)

(12c)

(13)

provides a rcprs stsr.t.aLJo, ,.,i ..:-,: .. .. •';, for any value of £t_, it is clear from

eqs. (12a) and (lit) that <j", "-.uii ('^""transform as matter fields

corresponding to the o, - '• ani .' . 0 representations respectively of the

gauge algebra (9).

In contrast to fchesii hv<: i/mneti-ies, those correspontiinf, to C (*.) do not

respect tha condition k.^. ̂  U , j.i-irraA

while

once again.

In terms of Fourier components eq. (10) read:

\~C

i.<\. (12b) BiTovis us to iiienfcify nlJr unambiguously as the gauge f i e ld

e, since.

Our gauge conditicr. c&r, sievertl.: 51;,.. . t maintained by performing
Ot At.

compensating ,'AĴJ 1'otation. This fixer :.-J 5 to be

(Ub)

Inserting this into eq. (5) and keeping only t, non-zero we get the

following sfet of vector transformations which are now symmetries of the

effective four-di-.iwnsiorial action written in terms of the fields in eq. ffj

Tr spite of their non-linearity these variations will he extreme!y usefu

to as ;« proving the consistency of the effective four-diraensiens I action.

Since both linear symmetries are local it must be possiMo • «rrite the

total reduced I,agranglan with all space-time derivatives covar :niized with

respect to either symmetry. Explicit evaluation indicates that this

covariantization organises the action neatly into three tetx>^

where " R + (e.) is the usual Ricci scalar (cf eq.(2)) tat with each

replaced by

(17 >

and

(18)

(19)

The D and D,̂  so defined are covariant with respect to the local S0(l,3)

and 9 -rotations respectively

(20a)

:

Using this fact, it is easy to check that each term in S is separately

invariant under the tvio linear symmetries.

^ , the actionE;ipressed, alternatively, in terms of the

takes the farm

s -
where T? V 1/ is ""^ th« Ricci scalar in terms of the Christoffel symbols but



with all derivatives, f-̂ . , including those in \'u

their covariant counterparts Jjj^ = d ~- .9^t c-'g

W e n o t e that .in e i t h e r f orir,t:i^tirr;i i'-it; i c t i o

c.^.. it comii-.1:' ̂  . f •>>••< 3- f-yp-' -

; hri*; -i particularly *

by

form. Irj eq.

SC(1,3) X C loop algebra f3), an ""-tf.rr. for tfm ajgebra (9'J of t:,t. C/^

and a third piece which or. 1 v.iTtv i/atioii gives rise to a Pau 3 •« j'it:v ;>:, .\.:^ t :• ~

for the spin-2 particit^.

This form also makes cit-.tir th.at the Kaluza-Klfein 'mirs' le* produces u

gauged Lagrangiari not only at the z-cro-mass level but ri^M ^ifni^h the

massive sector as well. The symmetries of the low energy so:!:c.r can '̂>

st'jdied in isolation consistently because they form a suhgro .̂J of I'hu f:;il

symmetry group, as can be seen by setting m = n - 0 in (b) and (9).

It is, furthermore, worth remarking that the absence of M kin&tic term

for the cp -field in the intricately coupled action of eq. tl6) or eq. (21).

should not lead one to conclude that <p does not propagate. Indeed, if we
r- rf -4 r- *

perform a conformal rescaling of the 5-bein t-^ —^GC'6 £-rj ,

C22>

apart from a tot^i divergence^where the modified covariant derivatives are

(23)

(24)

and a kinetic term a^p^ar^ yiipilc \ tl

Alternatively if we 3::.r,-sly e/qiaai-sl the La^rangian f?l) to bilinear order

in thfc fluctuations about ;> .-Jjis.tai !! x S background: ^ ^ ~ "1^ -r A^^

Cp =• i-t-cp and di;'$uniilJ3e t.UL-. 3il'r>ear^ti in the light-cone gauge

( ^ _=/)_- O ) we ocliiiri the st.ar.dard s>:prt?3Eion

f
wherein 'f is once agnin .,--••>

By Fourier analj 'sin^ -•••rj

the physical spectrum for \'r-,i:

0
and v->r f:r we obtain

viz. a .nassless grauiton (
• -T(c»
h ),

a phtitor', Ai , ;. pseudo-Golilstone boson, ̂ P , and a tower of massive spin-2

particlis C U ^ , /i,. ; t̂
1
 ; ̂ - • J ^ j . . . O'-J ) with five helicity

stale1, on ea-_h flcr.r of the Lower. As shown -.,- ovi'j-j3ly [2] all masses ar'.v'

Fiiviliy, wo point a i that the cOiitL*}butIor> of Khe last terms in (/

^\' \cA-6j-.- is precir.t-ly of the Paull -Fier? fonr.

With the complete dimensior.ally reduced action in hand, we rv

ask whether the corresponding field eqs. are consistent or not, "

which normally arises is this, If we act with (̂  on a typical "-i

problem

eq.

the l.h.s. vanishes by the antisymmetry of F~ while the r.h.s. viz.c^/^is

zero iff -1 is the current corresponding to some symmetry af the action. If

it is not, we get an inconsistency.

To tarry out the relevant analysis for our Lap ran;; i. an, it is convenient

to eliminate through integration by parts all derivatives acting on the

spin-connections. The action density then reads

(28b)

where

and

(30)

the siiLplifying feature of X- from our viewpoint is thai i t depends

on i^j/tv only through HAT^S] • "r• ^ n t u r ; 1 i through CI-rAtis and



through

C31a)

O c
while

botli "&£'/ 5 9J£ ^ and SX< / d c ^ ^ r a r e antisymmetric under cr*-~ tr . The

consistency test tea: the potentially problematic fl^ and t:̂  eqs. then reduces

to verifying that <-, -

and

°U Sff* - o <32b)
identically. (Here et,e/r is the Lagrangian, ~C , integrated over o

•* ^^e.g. is, accordingly, short-hand for

(33))

As we now show, the Virasoro symmetries (11) guarantee the furmer vhile ".

combin.'ition of the Virasoro and vector symmc-tries (15) ensure the latter.

The symmetry transformations <"!.l) Lead in an altogether strrsi s;htf orat,.

manner to the infinite sfit of ctnaerved currents

Eq. (37a) cati now b(= t:-i^ialiy eL. fc.nb Lishud L-y • i

coincit-es exactly with this current.

The argwment for eq. {32b) L^ simiicr.

We first check that under the vector synuiioi.

a pure divergence:

up to

(35)

where the second term results from the off-diagonal rotation CJ

incorporated into the vector variations-

Furthermore

Substituting into this the relevant variations from eq. (15), using eq. (34)

in rewriting the r.h.s, in terms of covariant quantities and combining the

result with eq. (35) we are led to conclude that

where we have chosen % (B)-~ £, (X, 6) C^ CXjtf) to be independent of X

but dependent on o . The quantity in brackets thus represents yet another

infinite set of conserved currents — one for each value of 8 . Explicit

evaluation now easily shows that this current precisely equals ^C^jff /.oc^ (@

and that e^. (32b) is therefore truly an identity.

All these eqs. can be squally well written out in terms of the discrete

labels 'n'— by recalling a few simple properties of Fourier sums.
I

If CL are the Fourier components offa (38)

then

"13

By repeated usa c! ! ;M" formula we can get a t the Four ier components of

art a r b i t r a r y product. t -^h f i c i e r wi l l proiiucf an addi t ional index t rrflkinf.

for very ur.--jiei<l» sxpr>-- -. ons if we vJrite a l l the indices in. We sha l l

?;Tordingiy -•(;.<::-. vjc tn t s ing le - indexed l . h 3. of eq. (39) to uean the more

cc:c£.l£tf. L-xprsssiun en the r . h . s .

Sp'_ c ̂  -1 iyed Lo the case where b=-a eq.

<JefinitJc:i of the components of j ' , Thus.

to an implicit

, , . . . • ' • « - " S'
Fractional powers are defined similai-ly. E.g.

(41)

(42)

(36)

-10-



Using these formulae we can easily write out the effective

four-dimensional action C21) in Fourier component:;:

S i

r '* o p

All covariant derivatives now have the

where typically

JPl
(43)

(46)

whare a (cf eq. (13)) is determined by the representst Km ; u wMtti 3r belongs.

( a= 0 for <R ̂ ,,-fZci and "F? ; a.*- -1 for fl^> F^,, arid °-' /3' f or (i'p/ )

Mote that ho-i~.L f ° r each term of the Lagrangian in (43). In

fact & . i ' i is a necessary and sufficient condition for obtaining singlets of

the Virasoro algebra. Indeed, if

then it is easily checked that

(48)

Hovins next to the consistency proof for the ri^ eq. we find that it is

even more transparent in the Fourier analysed version than in terras of & .

This is twause aU. vsriiit.ions, m.:ii "~CK Virasoro algebra have the form (47)

which fallows closely th» pattern for 1jnite-dimensional gauge theoties. The

corresponding current

is, in complete an;-, logy, equai to — "S£eJr/S flf*. •

Finally the ccnaistency proof i.f the spin-2 equation can be trivially

translated from the &* to the it- luri&ua^e,

J
(SO)

-li-

Before concluding, wo •IJ.-.'-IIS-E the action (A3) in the light of previous;

attempts Lo obtain consistent spi's "gravi ty couplings. The problem had

ilway!" tcen one of r-x^nding t\>.~- gvr.:r;\\ coordinate invariance of the orifr

Z^™- : • - - . - : -o ;; -n -^ittire set o^ sii;: . '. ayariafict:... with the siniul i-;j^?<m:

introduction, o" coirip.sJLible synirctetrleE to h-*n<!Je ?J~(y add i t i ona l nor!-^cal.r'-

f i e ld s which [(..sy have Lt̂ en reqiiiri-d i*y tfiis tyi .-nsion. Xs i s c leur fr

th^r K^^i/-^ KLoi:. api::; •;:_h £.j< .̂f̂ :dft in doir\j^ tni-^ T^it i s , i t ^erieL" . ' ,

gerieL.iL co-ir^inate itivariar.cft hn the i n f i n i t e sef . f vector ^ynintetr.+--

(15) and concurrer.t.ly introduces a lo.-.sl Virasoro bj:.-diietry to er.su-*-

cpnsj ; t»ncy f«r-r "!;e A^ f i e ld s requir^' l by thi- vector ii'/mmetries ' 1 ':

j'>l^:cu^h ii^pltfiP.Rijtaticri of the vv^tor ŝ :n.;i,>-Vrj.es required s :t• ' . ':jas

conGid=;r^it i:m of a l i three tcmtK of :.he a c t i o n , tha t oT the "f : . =

syni'ietr1? ev. car. be under:i):oo^ ir* sVep^ arid explains the deta i > •• :X\ir^ of

t h e f i r s t two tetT.iS from a f o u r d imens io r i a l s t a n d p o i n t :

The g r a v i t o n i s p romoted t o b e i n g p a r t of an i n f i n i t * --•.. [•> : :nyional

m u l t i p l e t t r a n s f o r m i n g a s tix Q (a-- f l ) - r e p r e E e n t a t i o n (cf ..:. ' 1 3 ) ) of t h e
n

Virasoro loop algebra (9). The standard Einstein-Hilbert ::\-k.i.onJ^qT? — the

correct one graviton limit — is generalized by gauging the loop algebra

(i.e. c^—* X U "• <?*"* r AfT Q^a-'o)). The gauge field multiplet

(transforming as the ct ( A m - J ) p adjoint representation) is then furnished

with a kinetic term, - 1/4 F .

All objects thus progressively introduced transform as definite

representations of the loop algebra. ( Vo , "R as the cx~ O , and F as

the (X. - -2 representations, respectively). However, to form ^-singlets we

require jiraducts whose (1) Fourier indices add up to zero and (2) 0- -values
r.Q p (-l> rrl <£)

sum to 1. neither -J7^ K nor V'3 r forms a singlet as it stands.

This forces us to introduce yet another multiplet Jcp , which for •£ - o mustbe a general coordinate scalar since -[-j 7^ and
Co) 2(0)

-" F are so, and

whose r-th power(j<p J transforms as the representation ex =r. The

conditions for the formation of

multiplied by -Tcp and y^a F by if<p )

-singlets then dictate that J-** is to be

-12-



In conclusion, then, we have demonstrated that the five-dimensional

Kaluza-Klein theory corresponds in four-dimensions to a gauje theory of the

Virasoro algebra. We have used this understanding tc write the effective

four-dimensional action in closed fonr. and to thus produce a theory which in

its unbroken version contains an infinite number of massless, ami in its

spontaneously broken phase, one massless and an infinite number of massive

spin-2 particles interacting consistently with themselves and with the other

spin-l and spin-0 particles in the theory. We have further shown how the

symmetries of this action ensure the consistency of its field eqs.

We should mention that the program suggested by this paper for higher

dimensions has already been partially implemented. The infinite dimensional

algebras for which we trade in the extra dimensions have been identified and

put into a convenient form [31. These and other matters will be reported

elsewhere [4].
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